
Our Premium Made To Measure 
Blinds And Lifestyle Range

How We Work
Call 1300 00 ELLA (1300 00 3552) for a free 
in-home consultation (only available to Costco 
members). You can also email  
sales@ellalifestyle.com.au or  
visit ellalifestyle.com.au.  

Installation of your Ella Lifestyle product
will be performed to your satisfaction.

A design consultant will contact you to take 
measurements, select window treatments, 
discuss costs and schedule a time to install.

To purchase member direct delivered  
products fill in Costco special order form as  
per back of brochure

Payment to be made at Costco

Please visit ellalifestyle.com.au or
call 1300 00 ELLA (1300 00 3552) to schedule
a complimentary in-home consultation.

Here at Ella Lifestyle we are passionate about brilliant design & we appreciate all things creative.

Exclusively to Costco members we offer premium window 
coverings and lifestyle products that enhance interiors and 
exteriors with refined elegance and style.
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AWNING & 
SUNSHADES

LUMICK AWNINGS

LUMICK AWNINGS

GRACE ZR AWNING
The ELLA LIFESTYLE GRACE ZR Folding Arm Awning system is our premium 
semi cassette awning made in Spain and assembled in Australia. It is available 
in manual or motorised operations. The GRACE ZR is a fully made to measure 
product and it meets our high standards of quality, workmanship and reliability.  
It is supplied with a WeatherMax fabric whereas most awnings will be sold with 
an acrylic type fabric that is not only heavy, it will run and crease over time, and 
the acrylic also needs to be stitched.

The Ella Lifestyle Lumick Full Cassette FAA system is our premium motorised awning. 
It’s elegant semicircle front ensures the entire awning can be retracted into the cassette 
to protect the fabric when not in use. The bracing force of the arm is significantly 
enhanced by the high strength arm, the stainless steel bolts and the strong tensioned 
stainless steel chain. The contemporary LED light feature is in the back of the cassette 
frame which is operated via remote control. Unit height is approximately 150mm with 
a depth of 268mm; the tilting capacity can be adjusted from 5 °- 40°

Available in acrylic and canvas fabrics only

Available in acrylic and canvas fabrics only

The Ella Lifestyle Lumick Semi cassette FAA system is of the same premium build 
quality of the full cassette; however the LED is not available and the semi-circle 
front cassette profile finishes at the arms. The arms will be visible underneath, 
which importantly allows there to be a cross bar at the back for versatile 
installation. It’s elegant semicircle front ensures the awning can be retracted into 
the cassette to protect the fabric when not in use. The bracing force of the arm is 
significantly enhanced by the high strength arm, the stainless steel bolts and the 
strong tensioned stainless steel chain. The back of the cassette frame which is the 
tilting capacity can be adjusted from 5 °- 40°. The semi cassette exceeds standard 
sizes with a maximum of 6mt x 3.5mt projection. 

GRACE ZR SUNSHADE
The ELLA LIFESTYLE GRACE ZR is a unique sunshade solution. It has two posts 
which are anchored to the ground which holds and stabilises the awning  
without the need of wall mounting. The freestanding double awning provides 
a very large area of shade. As there are no middle posts to get in the way, the 
space under the awning can be used to the best effect. The Grace ZR sunshade is 
very versatile and can be used in many applications from small compact  
courtyards to alfresco spaces that require a large covering. The stable folding 
arms simultaneously extend out both sides via a manual or motorised control 
system. The fabric and folding arms are well protected increasing the life span of 
the product. It is supplied with the unique WeatherMax fabric.

WEATHERMAX FABRIC
Both the GRACE ZR AWNING and GRACE ZR SUNSHADE use WeatherMax fabric. 
WeatherMax offers super high strength, durability, long-term colour retention, 
a higher water repellence and excellent breathability. WeatherMax always  
maintains a sophisticated appearance and never exhibits unsightly sagging from 
age, rain or exposure. The HydroMax finish means no coatings for a cleaner  
environment and an excellent breathable fabric, for outstanding mold and 
mildew resistance.
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Sign here when your 
Order is Delivered.
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Exclusively to Costco members Measure & Quote Delivery & Installation

ZIPLOCK EXTERNAL
The Ella Lifestyle Ziplock is the ideal way to turn your outdoor area into an 
all-weather lifestyle sanctuary to entertain all year round.  Ziplock blinds offer 
privacy and protection from the elements - rain, wind, sun and insects, ensuring 
comfort all year round.
 
Specially designed tracks on both sides of the blind enable the fabric to glide 
smoothly and easily stopping anywhere you want. Ziplocks can be secured and 
locked in the down position to guard against high winds and UV; no zips, no ropes, 
no straps, no buckles. The Ziplock track guided blind system locks your blind fabric 
into special tracks, with no gaps at either side to secure against flapping which 
keeps the fabric as taut as possible and allows for large spans. Its quick and easy 
‘pull-down, push-up’ action takes out all the hard work of regular blinds and leaves 
you with an elegant blind that enhances the look and feel of your home or business.
 
Choose from a large range of contemporary screening fabrics or high quality clear 
or tint PVC. Available in manual or motorised options.

Track Guided Blind System



ROLLER BLINDS

ROMAN BLINDS

Ella Lifestyle Roller Blinds are of a premium commercial grade quality. They are 
made by perfectly aligning your choice of fabric to an aluminium tube – we use a 
minimum of a 43mm tube and a 49mm heavy duty tube for larger widths which is a 
higher standard to reduce bowing. Using the highest quality winder and a chrome 
chain or plastic chain you can raise or lower in one smooth motion. They are simple, 
effective and economical.

The chain drive system is unique. It’s modern design reduces light gaps and has a 
smoother operation. There are two brackets: one chain drive bracket and one pin 
end bracket. The chain drive bracket is the side where you operate the roller blind 
with either a chain or a motor which is inside the tube. On larger widths we also 
include a spring assist mechanism, that enables the blind to be lighter and  
increases the capacity of the chain control by three times. All Roller Blinds come 
with a heavy duty commercial grade aluminium baserail, which acts as a weight 
and enhances the control of the blind. 

Commercial Standard

Commercial Standard

Commercial Standard

Ella Lifestyle Roman blinds allow you to add volume and soft folds of  
exquisite fabrics to your room. Roman blinds are window treatments made from 
fabrics which are designed to fold into pleats when the blinds are raised with 
our commercial grade chain system operation. Roman blinds are popular in a 
variety of interior design schemes. These blinds are constructed by taking a solid 
or translucent fabric panel and mounting slats into the back of it. The slats are 
connected to cords which will pull the slats together when the blind is raised, 
forcing the fabric to fold into pleats. Pin holes through the fabric are a common 
complaint, therefore as design innovators we have aluminium back battens to 
eliminate these design flaws. Available as a machine made product using roller 
blind fabrics or as a soft furnishing roman using curtain fabrics. Experience the 
difference when choosing Ella Lifestyle Roman’s.

DUAL ROLLER 
BLINDS  
Commercial Standard

SHUTTERS

Commercial Standard

HONEYCOMB 
BLINDS

Ella Lifestyle plantation shutters are a low maintenance and classy alternative 
covering for windows and doors with significant benefits. They are made from 
furniture grade basswood timber, teak timber or a composite material with an 
aluminium extrusion which is a water resistant wood substitute. Our new teak 
range is a premium light weight hardwood that is environmentally sustainable. 
It’s low shrinkage, light weight and high strength capabilities have assured the 
timber as the next generation of shutter. 

This versatile product has louvers which can be opened and closed. When 
closed, plantation shutters offer warmth, privacy, and protection. Opened, they 
create a sense of spaciousness while still giving access to even the most 
breathtaking views. Shutters have an almost magical ability to direct ambient 
light into a room, highlighting the features you most want illustrated. 
Depending on type they can be fitted to any shaped door or window including 
round, angled or arched windows and doors.

MOTORISATION

Ella Lifestyles hardware solutions are interchangeable which enables 
a secondary roller blind to be added.

Combine the best of both worlds with our dual roller. Roller blinds 
have three fabric options: Blockout, light filtering and sunscreen. 
They are often combined to give optimum results.
 
Two roller blinds on one window allows to protect and filter sun 
during the day using the blockout blind for privacy during the night; 
and it also acts as an extra insulation layer. New innovative dual 
bracket systems allow the blinds to be installed on top of each other 
on one bracket so they can fit in tight window frames.   

Ella Lifestyle Honeycomb or cellular blinds are a stylish way to boost 
the energy efficiency of your home. The designer headboard has a 
state of the art control system within. The attractive pleated fabric 
has a closed cell design which creates pockets of air that insulate 
windows from heat and cold to lower your energy bills year round. 
Offering excellent sound absorption, cellular shades also reduce 
noise in rooms with hard flooring. It is available in a number of cell 
sizes, fabrics and colours. With the elegant design and functionality 
benefits this product is in demand throughout America and Europe. 
We at Ella Lifestyle are excited to make it available in Australia. Two 
fabric options: Silver lined blockout and Light Filtering.

Ella Lifestyle motorised blinds and lifestyle products are an affordable luxury. 
Motorisation gives you the option of having beautiful blinds and awnings that will 
open and close at a touch of a button. There are no operating cords with 
motorised blinds, which is an added extra for child safety.
 
We at Ella Lifestyle are at the forefront of technology. We have a range of home 
automation options such as wire-free rechargeable  and/or hardwired remote 
operated motors. You could also take advantage of the new wi-fi hubs that will 
allow the linking of all motors with smart home technology so you can control 
your blinds from a remote location through a smart phone or device.  

S-FOLD & TRADITIONAL 
CURTAINS

Commercial Standard

Ella Lifestyle Panel Glide and Vertical blind systems are versatile products that 
are most commonly used for large windows or high traffic areas like a sliding 
door. Vertical blinds have stacked 127mm panels that rotate 180 degrees to 
open or close, and can be pulled together on one side to completely expose 
the window or door. Panel glides are a larger fabric panel that can be stacked 
for full view. The fabric panels move effortlessly from side to side through 
multiple tracking channels with the use of a smooth operating wand that 
eliminates the need for chains and safety devices.

PANEL GLIDE &  
VERTICAL BLINDS
Commercial Standard

Ella Lifestyle’s S-FOLD curtain systems are an ideal modern alternative to  
traditional curtains. This contemporary curtain effect has been the most  
considerable development in years. The wave or ‘S’ shape of the fabric is 
uniquely created by the track and special carriers and keeps the shape from 
the top of the track to the base. We also offer a commercial grade tracking 
system with wheeled runners to enhance usability. The look of a decorative 
sheer in a living room is alluring, it portrays luxury and it softens the room. 
 
It is often coordinated with our roller blind range for privacy and complements 
the palette of the room, or in many homes is transferred to complete the design 
aesthetics of an entire home. Ella Lifestyle S-Fold systems are suitable for both 
sheer and drapery fabrics. Our professional solution based team members can 
also aid you through the process of selecting the fabric that will complement 
your home. Ella Lifestyle also provides a hotel quality curtain with traditional 
headings for a more formal aesthetic.

ROLLER 
SHUTTERS
Ella Lifestyle Roller Shutters are made with a precision roll 
formed profile.

Our shutters are fully insulated so they can stop much of the heat and 
cold saving you up to 30% on your annual energy bills when used 
correctly. Not only do they reduce noise transmission they are an 
effective visual deterrent to help prevention
 
The high quality aluminium alloy construction and the foam filled 
profile allows for additional strength and a quieter operation. It has a 
range of available colours and can be operated manually or motorised.


